Neural language models (LMs) have shown to benefit significantly from enhancing word vectors with subword-level information, especially for morphologically rich languages. This has been mainly tackled by providing subword-level information as an input; using subword units in the output layer has been far less explored. In this work, we propose LMs that are cognizant of the underlying stems in each word. We derive stems for words using a simple unsupervised technique for stem identification. We experiment with different architectures involving multi-task learning and mixture models over words and stems. We focus on four morphologically complex languages -Hindi, Tamil, Kannada and Finnish -and observe significant perplexity gains with using our stem-driven LMs when compared with other competitive baseline models.
INTRODUCTION
Language modeling is a fundamental problem in speech and language processing that involves predicting the next word given its context. Recurrent neural network language models (RNNLMs) have become the de facto standard for language modeling. They typically produce a next-word probability distribution over a fixed vocabulary of words. Such an approach has two main limitations. Word embeddings for infrequently occurring words in training data are poorly estimated. Also, predictions at the word level are largely immune to the subword structure in words. Both these limitations are exacerbated for morphologically rich languages in which words have numerous morphological variants, leading to large vocabularies where a significant fraction of words appear in the long tail of the word distribution. Leveraging subword information becomes especially important for such languages.
In prior work, RNNLMs have typically exploited subwordlevel information at the input side and learn improved word embeddings by utilizing morpheme-and character-level information. [1] present an exhaustive comparison of many such methods. Incorporating subword information within the * Joint first authors output layer of RNNLMs has received less attention. We explore this direction and make the following specific contributions:
• We present a new stem-based neural LM that predicts a mixture of stem probabilities and a mixture of word probabilities and meaningfully combines them. We also outline an unsupervised algorithm to identify stems of words. • We also present stem-based models that use multi-task learning and consistently outperform their word-based counterparts. • We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed architecture by showing significant reductions in perplexities on four morphologically rich languages, Hindi, Tamil, Kannada and Finnish. • We provide a detailed analysis of the benefits of our stem-driven approach and also contrast our model with a control task that highlights the importance of stems.
MODEL DESCRIPTION

Preliminaries
For a given word w t , an RNNLM encodes its context
into a fixed-size representation, h t . An RNNLM predicts w t by applying a softmax function to an affine transformation of h t (W and b are the model parameters):
In a departure from this standard formulation, we could also use a mixture of K different softmax distributions at the output layer. Compared to using a single softmax distribution, mixture model-based LMs lead to improved generalization abilities and translate into substantial reductions in test perplexities [2, 3, 4] . If λ t ∈ [1, K] denotes the model at time t, the next-word distribution in a mixture model becomes:
RNNLMs are trained to minimize a cross-entropy loss function computed over all training tokens (indexed by t = 
can be estimated using a single softmax layer or a mixture of softmax layers as defined in Eqn 1 or Eqn 2, respectively.
In all subsequent sections, we assume access to a stem for each word (which could be the word itself). We obtain this stem information using an unsupervised stemming algorithm that is detailed in Section 2.4.
Stem-based LMs using multi-task learning
We treat the standard RNNLM defined in Eqn 1 as the primary task of predicting words and augment it with an auxiliary task of predicting stems. Unlike the loss function L w for the primary task that is computed over words, the auxiliary task is trained using a cross-entropy loss between the predicted stem and the correct stem L s . As is standard in multi-task learning, a linear combination of both these losses λL w + (1 − λ)L s will be optimized during training and λ is a hyperparameter that we tune on a validation set. We refer to this model as MTL-S. During test time, we discard the auxiliary task and only use the word probabilities from the primary task.
In MTL-S, the auxiliary task incurs no loss for predicting the correct stems but incurs a loss even if it predicts the correct word. In order to relax this constraint, we optimize the auxiliary task using L s only for the first few epochs and use a word-level cross-entropy loss L w for the remaining epochs.
We refer to this model as MTL-S2W.
MIX-WS: Using mixtures of words and stems
We define a new language model, MIX-WS, that uses estimates from two mixture models -one computed over words and another over stems -to compute the final probability for a word given its context. We first train a mixture-model over words as defined in Eqn 2; let us call this distribution p(w t |h t ). We also train a separate mixture-model over stems, q(w t |h t ). In this model, w t will correspond only to valid stems while h t encodes a context of past words; we estimate q using a cross-entropy loss between the predicted stem and the correct stem. 1 1 We use the same vocabulary to represent both words and stems.
Below we list the sequence of steps used to estimate word probabilities from MIX-WS for a test word w appearing in a word context (encoded as h or h ):
1. Compute the conditional probability of predicting w given its stem r(w) = p(w|h)
3. The final probability for the test word w given its context is computed as r(w) · q stem(w) . Figure 1 illustrates our proposed models. Both MTL-S and MTL-S2W use fixed values of λ to scale the loss terms specific to each task, while MIX-WS uses learned weights (that change with the word context) to mix probabilities before computing the word-and stem-specific losses. In the next section, we outline an unsupervised stem identification algorithm to derive stem-like entities from a word vocabulary.
Unsupervised stem identification algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes the pseudocode of our unsupervised segmentation method. For each prefix pair (p 1 , p 2 ) (and similarly for each suffix pair), we enforce p 1 < p 2 which is true if |p 1 | < |p 2 |, or |p 1 | = |p 2 | and p 1 is lexicographicaly smaller than p 2 . Frequently occurring pairs, guided by the threshold parameters δ s and δ p , are chosen to form the set of prefix/suffix rules governing segmentation. Finally, for each word, the most frequent stem is returned as the output.
Several unsupervised word segmentation algorithms have been previously developed to discover the morphology of a language [5, 6, 7, 8] . However, in this work, we did not examine the impact of changing the segmentation algorithm on LM performance and we leave this exploration for future work.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Dataset description
In this work, we use datasets from [9] for four morphologically rich languages, Finnish (Fi), Hindi (Hi), Kannada (Kn) 
and Tamil (Ta), along with their specified training/dev/test splits. Table 1 shows statistics for these four languages. Kn, Ta and Fi are more morphologically complex than Hi, which is apparent from their higher type-token ratios in Table 1 .
Implementation details
PyTorch [10] was used to implement all models. We report two baseline numbers: (A) CHAR-CNN-LSTM: An RNNLM proposed by [11] that uses character-level inputs for a variety of languages and (B) LMMRL: An RNNLM proposed by [9] that improves over [11] by finetuning the output embeddings to capture subword-level information. We report numbers for (A) and (B) using our re-implementations of these baseline systems, which are better than the reported numbers in [9] (except for Hi). 2 Since our datasets were all relatively small in size, we present test perplexities averaged over five random seeds for all models. We used SGD for the baseline models and ran each model for 30 epochs based on [9] . For all our proposed models, we used the Adam optimizer with the learning rate set to 5e- 5 (decayed by 0.8) and ran each model for 15 epochs. The best value of λ for our MTL models was found by tuning on the development set for a single random seed. MTL-S2W was trained for 5 epochs to optimize L s and the remaining 10 epochs were used to optimize L w . All hyperparameters like batch size, sequence length, embedding size, LSTM parameters were kept constant across both languages and models. We observe that all our proposed models significantly outperform the two baselines, CHAR-CNN-LSTM and LMMRL, on all four languages. (On Kn and Ta, test perplexities are essentially halved.) MTL-W is almost always worse than MTL-S and MTL-S2W produces consistently lower perplexities than MTL-S. This suggests that incorporating stem information in the auxiliary task as a pretraining step (in MTL-S2W where the auxiliary task is trained first with a stembased loss followed by a word-based loss) is beneficial to the primary word prediction task. The mixture models, MIX-WS and MIX-W, have significantly lower perplexities compared to all other models. MIX-WS also consistently outperforms MIX-W (except for Fi 3 ), further validating the importance of using a mixture-model for stems during test time.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Test perplexities of the proposed models
(Since MIX-WS has roughly twice the number of parameters in MIX-W, we trained a MIX-W model for Kn that was comparable in size. This performed worse than the MIX-W model listed in Table 2 
Control task to assess importance of stems
We set up a control task in order to assess the utility of stems identified by our unsupervised algorithm. First, we started with the list of stems for a word vocabulary from our algorithm. Next, we randomly assigned words to be associated with each of these stems. We were careful to assign the same number of words to a stem as in our algorithm so as to not alter its distribution. With this randomized word-to-stem assignment in place for Kn, we run our best model MIX-WS.
We obtain test perplexities of 1161.91 ±194.53 and 764.76 ±119.03 using the randomized stem assignment and the stem assignments from our algorithm, respectively. This clearly shows that our derived stems are useful abstractions of the underlying words.
Supervised vs. Unsupervised stems
We hypothesise that our proposed models will perform even better if the quality of stems are further improved. In order to empirically validate this claim, we use a supervised segmentor for Finnish [12] to produce segments for each word which were then merged using a frequency-based criterion 4 to generate the stem and suffix. With these stems in place, we obtain an averaged test perplexity of 1095.60 ±208 using the MIX-WS model, compared to 1133.48 ±130.89 using our unsupervised algorithm to generate stems.
Token-level perplexities for frequent and diverse stems
We compared the performance of the MIX-W and MIX-WS models on stems with sufficient coverage which have diverse word forms. We isolated stems that had 10 or more distinct word types that mapped to it, and these word tokens collectively appeared 500 or more times in the training data. We computed averaged test perplexities for only these tokens; Fig 3 shows these values. We see consistent improvements on these specific tokens; the gap between MIX-WS and MIX-W is much larger for these tokens for Kn and Ta. 4 The split was chosen by maximising the sum of resulting stem and suffix frequencies, inversely weighted by their global averages. We fixed the number of suffixes to 75 (same as that for our algorithm) to ensure a fair comparison.
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RELATED WORK
Prior work has looked at different ways in which morpheme or character-level information can be provided as input to RNNLMs [13, 11, 14, 15] . Approaches tailored specifically for morphologically rich languages include using constituent morpheme embeddings [16] , using morphological recursive NNs [17] , concatenating word and character embeddings [18] and using other factored representations of words [19, 20, 21, 22] . Factored RNNLMs that integrate multiple word features (POS tags, etc.) have also been explored in prior work [23, 24] . Fewer approaches have focused on injecting subwordlevel information into the output layer of neural LMs. [9] proposed a finetuning technique for word embeddings using a loss based on character-level similarities. [25] and [26] split words into subwords and trained an LM using subwords as tokens and [3] used a mixture model to predict at the word, morpheme and character-level.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we present stem-driven LMs for different morphologically rich languages and demonstrate their efficacy compared to competitive baseline models. We derive stems using a simple unsupervised technique and demonstrate how our models' performance can be further improved with predicting better stems. In future work, we will examine the effect of different segmentation algorithms on LM performance.
